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France-specific information setting out the framework for service of claim documents (in relation to domestic and
foreign proceedings) within the jurisdiction, and service of claim documents outside the jurisdiction.
 

 

Starting civil proceedings

1. How are civil proceedings commenced in your jurisdiction? Do the rules permit the filing of
documents containing the details of claim electronically?

Procedural formalities and documents to be filed in the court

The claimant begins civil proceedings by serving the claim to the defendant. It is possible to begin civil proceedings by
filing the claim with the court first. However, this is only possibly in specific circumstances, for example, in the case
of a "procedure à jour fixé" for urgent matters where it is important to file with the court first. Rarely, it is possible to
file a request directly with the court where the parties agree to appear before the judge and file a stipulated request.

Under Article 56 of the Civil Procedure Code (Code de Procédure Civile) (CPC), there are certain terms and details
that must be included in the claim, including some specific to the type of court presiding over the claim. The claim
must state the competent court. Articles 752 and 855 of the CPC apply to the Tribunal Judiciaire and the Commercial
Court (Tribunal de Commerce) respectively.

The claimant must hire a huissier de justice (bailiff) to serve the claim on the defendant. There are no other court
fees to be paid.

A filing fee applies only to claims filed before the Commercial Court. This fee varies according to the location of the
court. For example, for Paris, in 2020, the amount for a claim including two parties is of EUR74.50.

Several civil courts can be competent to hear the claim depending on the claimant or defendant's location, and
the type of dispute. Previously, the Tribunal de grande instance and the Tribunal d'instance were the two main
types of court in France. However, as of 1 January 2020, these two courts merged under one jurisdiction as the
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Tribunal Judiciaire. The Commercial Court has jurisdiction over cases and claims between commercial entities and
businesses.

In the Tribunal Judiciaire, after serving the claim on the defendant, the claimant must file a copy of the return of
service with the competent court.

Filing claim documents in paper form or electronically

Usually, service of claim is made in paper form but since 2012 French civil procedure allows electronic service of
process. With the defendant's consent, the bailiff may send an email with details of how to download the claim on a
secured system. The download must be completed the same day the email is sent to be considered personal service.
It is otherwise considered substituted service (at the usual place of abode) and the bailiff must send notice by mail
to the defendant explaining that service was made electronically.
 

Part 1 – Domestic rules on service of claims

2. Are there any civil procedure rules or laws that govern the process of service of claim documents
within the jurisdiction and abroad?

Article 653 of the CPC regulates domestic service and service abroad if no international instrument applies. The
Commercial Code regulates service for disputes heard by the Commercial Court for various types of disputes.
 

Service within the jurisdiction

3.Who effects service on a defendant within the jurisdiction? Is there a time-limit within which the
claim documents must be dispatched for service? Are the documents containing the details of the
claim (such as the statement of claim) served on the defendant at the same time as the court notice/
summons?

Service by court or claimant

Service is usually effected by a bailiff. However, in some rare cases, it can be made directly by mail.

Service of process between lawyers is simplified and can be effected by:
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• Transmitting the document personally.

• A secured network used by lawyers called "Réseau Privé Virtuels des Avocats".

Time limit for dispatching claim documents

After serving the claim to the defendant, the claimant must file a copy of the claim to the Tribunal Judiciaire within
four months.

For other courts, the claim must be delivered to the defendant at least 15 days before the hearing, and filed with the
court at least eight days before the hearing.

Court notice and statement of claim: served together or separately

The bailiff serves the claim on the defendant, along with a summons for the defendant to appear before the court
for a hearing on a specific date. The claim is then filed with the court. The court does not issue any notice to be
served on the defendant.
 

Methods of service within jurisdiction

4. What methods of service are legally permitted in your jurisdiction? Can service be effected using
post services and electronic means of communication (such as fax or email)?

Permitted methods of service

The permitted methods of service depends on the type of request filed and the court before which the proceedings
are started. Usually, service must be made by a bailiff by one of three methods:

• Personal service.

• Substitute service at the defendant's usual place of abode with any person present at that time (if personal
service is not possible).

• Leaving a note at the usual place of abode stating that the claim is available for collection at the bailiff's
office. (This is a last resort and the bailiff must file a report describing the action taken to find the defendant
and the inability to do so. This report is regarded as service.)

Service using post services and electronic means of communication (such as fax or
email)
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Article 655 of the CPC governs the methods and means of service of process. Under the CPC, service by mail is not
included and is therefore not legally admissible in France. Only if the bailiff cannot locate a defendant, and has
submitted evidence in support, may the defendant be sent a copy of the claim, summons and return of unsuccessful
service to the defendant's last known address.

However, if the defendant previously consented, the bailiff can serve process by email.
 

Address for service

5. Are there any rules in your jurisdiction which deal with where the defendant can be served? What
happens when the defendant refuses to accept service, cannot be found or where the address of the
defendant is unknown or cannot be ascertained?

Rules on address

Service may be effected at the defendant's domicile or usual place of residence.

A corporation's address is the location of its headquarters or any branch office that is sufficiently independent to
contract with third parties and bind the corporation.

Where the defendant refuses to accept service or the address is unknown

If the defendant refuses to accept service, the bailiff can leave a note asking the defendant to collect the claim at
the bailiff's office. The bailiff must send a letter to the defendant the next day explaining that service of process was
made and must keep the claim for three months.

If the defendant's address is unknown, the bailiff must draft a report detailing the action taken to locate the
defendant. Following this (which is considered service), the bailiff must send a letter to the defendant's last known
address containing the claim.
 

Personal service

6. Is personal service considered mandatory under any circumstances? How is personal service
effected on different type of legal entities such as an individual, a company, partnership (including
limited partnership)? Is the use of private process servers to effect personal service considered legally
valid in your jurisdiction?
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Personal service: mandatory

There are no proceedings requiring mandatory personal service.

Personal service on different categories of defendant

Entity to be served Means of effecting service
An individual Claim must be given directly to the individual.
A minor Claim must be given to the minor's representatives,

usually the parents.
A public officer, or government or state body Rules of civil procedure do not apply to law suits

including a public officer or government body.
A sole proprietor Claim must be given to the sole proprietor.
A partnership Claim must be given to each partner.
A registered company or corporation Claim must be given to a legal representative of the

corporation or any person present at the relevant
domicile claiming to be entitled to receive service.

An unregistered company Claim must be served on every shareholder.
A limited liability partnership There is no equivalent to a limited liability partnership

in French law.

Private process servers

For most proceedings, it is not possible to use a private process server. Service is usually effected by the bailiff.
 

Date of service

7. When is service deemed to be effected within the jurisdiction? Is it the date of dispatch or actual
receipt of service? Do any of these dates have bearing on the limitation period for starting court
proceedings and for determining the time frame for the next step (for example, the defendant's
response or defence)?

Deemed service

Personal service is deemed to be effective when the claim is given:

• To the defendant.

• To a person at the defendant's residence.

Where no suitable person is present to accept service on the defendant's behalf, service is effected when the bailiff
leaves a note at the residence regarding service of process.
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Date of service and limitation period for starting court proceedings

In most proceedings before the Tribunal Judiciaire, the claimant must file the claim within two months after service
of process (Article 754, CPC). Representation by counsel is mandatory before the Tribunal Judiciaire, with a few
exceptions (Articles 760 and 761, CPC and Article 213-4-1, Code de l'organisation Judiciaire). The exceptions relate
to matters tried by the former Tribunal d'instance, such as:

• Claims under EUR10.000.

• Claims in connection with electoral disputes.

• Cases tried by the Juge des contentieux de la protection (for example, relating to tenancies, consumer loans,
over-indebtedness or adult protection).

When a claimant wants to refer one of these cases to the Tribunal Judiciaire, they may simply file a request. There
is no specific limitation period since there is technically no service of process, and the Tribunal Judiciaire is seized
directly by the request filed by the claimant.

If representation by counsel is mandatory, the defendant has 15 days to appoint counsel and to inform the opposing
party and the court. In practice, the time frame to appoint counsel is not strictly adhered to.

Date of service and defendant's response or defence

The defendant is not bound by any specific time frame to file a defence or response to the claim. When the process
is served and the claim filed with the court, the clerk schedules an initial appearance before a judge. The judge then
determines the deadline for the defendant to answer the claim.
 

Service on the defendant's agent or solicitor

8. Can service be effected on the defendant's agent or lawyer within your jurisdiction? Is the
permission of the court required in such cases?

Service of process can be made on the defendant's agent (which may be a lawyer) specifically empowered to receive
service. This does not require the court's permission. It must be clear in the documents served that the agent accepts
service on the defendant's behalf.
 

Service under a contractually agreed method
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9. Do the civil procedure rules in your jurisdiction allow parties to contractually agree on a method
or place of service?

Parties may not contractually agree on a method of service. However, a party may define "domicile" in a contract and
choose a specific domicile for service by mail at that address or email (as agreed) (Article 111, Civil Code). Therefore,
if personal service is not possible, service will be made at the agreed residence or address.
 

Service on foreign companies within the jurisdiction

10. Can overseas companies be validly served claim documents if they have a branch office or a place
of business within your jurisdiction? Are there any others ways in which foreign companies can be
validly served within your jurisdiction?

A claimant may serve a company by serving a legal representative or any person entitled to receive process (Article
654, CPC). If a legal representative of a foreign company is resident in France, or if a person entitled to receive
process is in France, service can be made within the country. In addition, service may be effected at the foreign
corporation's branch office in France, where relevant.
 

Service on a government body or public officer

11. Are there any special rules in relation to service of proceedings on a government/state body or
public officer?

11. In France, governmental bodies and public officers acting within the scope of their employment
may only be sued under administrative law. This is a comprehensive set of rules distinct from the rules
of civil procedure.

 

Difficulties in service
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12. What happens when the claimant is unable to serve the claim documents on the defendant despite
repeated attempts? Under what circumstances can the court dispense with the requirement of service
and give judgment where the claim documents have not been served?

After repeated failed attempts to serve the defendant, the bailiff files a report detailing due diligence undertaken.
The bailiff must then send the claim by mail to the defendant's last known address. In this case, the court dispenses
the claimant of the service requirement and can enter a default judgement against the defendant.
 

Statutory time-limit

13. Is there a statutory time-limit within which service may be effected within the jurisdiction and
abroad? Can this time limit be extended by the courts? On what grounds will the court normally grant
an extension of time?

Time-limit to serve defendant within jurisdiction and abroad

In French civil proceedings, the complaint is first served on the defendant and then filed with the court. Therefore,
there is no specified time limit for service. Before de Tribunal Judiciaire, the claim is declared void if, after serving
the defendant, the claimant fails to file the complaint with the court within four months.
 
Extension of time-limit

A judge for the Tribunal Judiciaire cannot grant a time-limit extension as it this option is not available.

Grounds for extension

There are no grounds for extension (see Question 13, Extension of time-limit).
 

Proof of service
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14. Where service is being effected by the claimant/plaintiff, what are the requirements in relation
to filing evidence (or proof of service) that each party or person was properly served with the claim
documents?

Service of process is effected by the bailiff as a public official. The bailiff's report constitutes proof of service.
 

Part 2 – Service of domestic proceedings abroad

15. Can service of claim documents be effected outside your jurisdiction without the permission of the
local court? Under what circumstances is the permission of the court required to serve proceedings
abroad?

Service without the permission of the court

Court permission is not required to serve process abroad outside the scope of any European Union regulation or
international treaty. The only requirement is the bailiff's report stating that the person to be served has no domicile
in France. The claim is sent to the relevant civil prosecutor in the Tribunal Judiciaire who will then transfer the
service documents to the relevant foreign authorities.

16. What are the permitted methods and procedure to effect service of domestic proceedings in a
country with which your jurisdiction has no treaty or convention in place?

Service of domestic proceedings where no international instrument applies

Where no international instrument applies, the claim documents are given to the foreign jurisdiction. Usually, a
bailiff sends two copies of the complaint to the French prosecutor, one for signature to be returned to the bailiff. The
next day, a copy of the complaint must be sent by mail to the defendant. Service is deemed effective at this stage.
The request is transmitted by the prosecutor to the Ministry of Justice and then processed accordingly.
 

Part 3 – Service of foreign proceedings
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17. Is your jurisdiction party to any international instrument(s) on service of claims abroad? Where no
international instrument applies, what is the procedure to effect service in your jurisdiction if a foreign
party obtains permission from its local courts to serve proceedings on a party in your jurisdiction?

International instruments on service of claims

France is a party to the EU Service Regulation and the Hague Service Convention. Details of other bilateral
conventions signed by France can be found on the Ministry of Justice website.

Service of foreign proceedings where no international instrument applies

Articles 684 to 688 of the CPC regulate the service of foreign proceedings where no international instrument
applies. The foreign authority transmits the complaint to the French Ministry of Justice to be forwarded to the local
prosecutor or the Chamber of Bailiffs who are responsible to ensure the claim is served.

18. How long does it normally take to successfully serve foreign proceedings in your jurisdiction? Do
time-frames differ depending on the international instrument under which service has been effected
in your jurisdiction, and the method or procedure used?

Time frame to serve foreign proceedings

The time frame for service of foreign proceedings varies on a case-by-case basis depending on the international
instrument and the relevant foreign country.
 

The Hague Service Convention

19. What is the name and address of the Central Authority designated to receive requests coming from
other contracting states of the convention in your jurisdiction?

Central Authority

http://www.justice.gouv.fr/justice-civile-11861/enlevement-parental-12063/source-les-conventions-applicables-conventions-bilaterales-21128.html
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For contact details of the designated Central Authority and the additional authorities, see Authorities, Convention of
15 November 1965 on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters.

20. What are the reservations, declarations and notifications made by your jurisdiction under the
convention?

Reservations, declarations and notifications

For a complete list of reservations, declarations and notifications made by the member states in relation to:

• Submission of request to serve process (Article 3)

• Service by diplomatic or consular agents (Article 8)

• Service by postal channels (Article 10)

• Direct service by judicial officers, officials or other competent persons (Article 10)

• Certificate of evidence as proof of service (Article 15)

See Status table, Convention of 15 November 1965 on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents
in Civil or Commercial Matters.

21. Are there any national rules or laws that govern the service of claims abroad in accordance with
the Hague Service Convention?

France has not implemented any domestic rules in accordance with the Hague Service Convention.

22. Do the courts in your jurisdiction consider email service comprises service "out of" the jurisdiction
when serving a defendant in a member state?

In France, service by email is not possible to a defendant in a member state that is outside of the French jurisdiction.

https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/authorities1/?cid=17 
https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/authorities1/?cid=17 
https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/status-table/?cid=17 
https://www.hcch.net/en/instruments/conventions/status-table/?cid=17 
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23. For obtaining a default/ex-parte judgment under Article 15 due to non-appearance of the
defendant, what is considered "sufficient time" for the defendant to defend in your jurisdiction?

The court presiding over the dispute has the discretion to determine whether sufficient time has passed for the
defendant to appear, and for the claimant to request default or ex parte judgement.

24. Provided that the conditions (a) to (c) of the second paragraph of Article 15 have been fulfilled,
can a default/ex-parte judgment be passed by the courts in your jurisdiction without proof of service
from the destination state's Central Authority?

Yes, the court can enter judgment based only on the proof of transmission to the destination state's Central Authority
by the French bailiff.

25. What is considered "reasonable time" within which the defendant may file an application to vacate
the default/ex-parte judgment (second paragraph, Article 16)?

Under Articles 538, 540 and 643 of the CPC, a reasonable time to apply to vacate a default or ex-parte judgement
is two months from:

• The date the defendant first received personal service.

• The date the judgement was enforced by seizure or freezing of goods (where the defendant did not receive
personal service).

In addition, there is a general provision that extends the two-month time limit for persons located abroad.
 

The EU Service Regulation
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26. What are the reservations, declarations and notifications made by your jurisdiction under the EU
Service Regulation?

Communications and publication of information under Article 23

Article 23 of the EU Service Regulation requires member states to communicate information to the Commission
about their particular service requirements, both in relation to the transmission of documents between transmitting
and receiving agencies, and the other methods of service envisaged by the EU Service Regulation. For complete
information on the reservations, declarations and notifications made by EU member states in relation to:

• Article 2(1) – Transmitting agencies.

• Article 2(2) – Receiving agencies.

• Article 2(4)(c) – Means of receipt of documents.

• Article 2(4)(d) – Languages that may be used for the completion of the standard form set out in Annex I.

• Article 3 – Central body.

• Article 4 – Transmission of documents.

• Articles 8(3) and 9(2) – Particular periods set by national law for serving documents.

• Article 10 – Certificate of service and copy of the document served.

• Article 11 – Costs of service.

• Article 13 – Service by diplomatic or consular agents.

• Article 15 – Direct service.

• Article 19 – Defendant not entering an appearance.

See, e-justice portal, which has a search function to identify competent courts and authorities (the central body,
the transmitting agency, and so on) and also country pages (listed down the right hand side) where information
provided by member states can be checked.

27. Are there any national rules or laws that govern the service of claims abroad in accordance with
the EU Service Regulation?

https://e-justice.europa.eu/content_serving_documents-373-en.do 
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The EU Service Regulation is of direct application, therefore, there are no domestic rules governing the service of
claim under the Regulation.

28. For obtaining a default/ex-parte judgment under Article 19(1) due to non-appearance of the
defendant, what is considered "sufficient time" to enable the defendant to defend in your jurisdiction?

The presiding court has the discretion (on a case-by-case basis) to set a time limit for the entry of a default or ex
parte judgement where the defendant has not filed a response or defence to the claim.
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